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• What is bi-text? [Harris, 1988] 
• How to align multilingual texts? 
• The ‘Lexicogrammar’ approach to aligning 
comparable English/Russian corpora 
(BBC_LENTA.RU) 
• Principles of textometric analysis 
• Text segmentation and annotations 
• Incremental textual resources  
• Textual resonance 








"What is bi-text?  […] I offer it to translatologists as a new concept 
in translation theory.[…] 
One way to describe bi-text, therefore — and this is a basic 
definition — is to say that it is ST and TT as they co-exist in the 
translator's mind at the moment of translating. […]  
Another way of putting it is to say that a bi-text is not two texts but 
a single text in two dimensions, each of which is a language. […]  
To semioticians, by the way, I submit that bi-text falls into the 
same paradigm as intertext, in that it is a construct of two or more 
related texts.” 
Bi-text, a new concept in translation theory. 
Brian Harris, 1988 










Lexicometrica, vol. 3 “Corpus multilingues” 
“configurations of multidimensional meanings, rather than […] 
containers of content” [Steiner and Yallop, 2001] 














Doc1: Source Text 




“If meaning is function in context, [...] then 
equivalence of meaning is equivalence of function in 
context” [Halliday, 1992]. 
Constituent parts of 
ST and  its network 
of relations with TT 
COMPARABLE CORPUS 
BBC-LENTA_RU (2 345 TEXTS) 
BBC News Feeds (2001-2005) and their 










1 million words 500 000 words 
 
ESFLC 2014 
TEXT ALIGNMENT AND 
LEXICOGRAMMAR 
English Russian 
<texte = 2004-11-07.0> 
us president george w bush 
has called for joint efforts at 
home and abroad to achieve his 
second term goals and win the 
war on terror. 
mr bush said he would "reach 
out" to allies and sceptics at 
home and abroad. 
/…/ 
<texte = 2004-11-07.0> 
президент сша джордж буш 
призвал республиканцев и 
демократов объединить усилия во 
внешней и внутренней политике, 
чтобы победить терроризм за время 
его второго президентского срока. 
как сообщает bbc news, в своем 
еженедельном радиовыступлении в 
субботу буш подчеркнул, что он 
обращается как к своим союзникам, 






Extended lexicogrammatical patterns as a key feature in text alignment: 
TEXTOMETRIC 
ANALYSIS (1/2) 
Object of study:  
• Text (or texts) 
• Objective:  
• Define and count units in texts 
• Means: 










Successive steps of textometric analysis  







• Type 1 procedures: 
•  Fully automated 
 
• Type 2 procedures: 
• Require human intervention 









    numerical  
additional 
      comments 
comments 




Thread (in French: trame): sequence of annotated items 




Frame : selected spans of text defined on the Thread.  
TEXT FLOW 
 






Lemmatisation, morpho-syntactic tagging 
• Integrated into Trameur via TreeTagger [Schmid, 1994] 
Semantic annotation, etc. 
• Possibility to implement multi-level annotations on the Thread 
Annotation of dependency relations 
Thread = sequence of annotated items with position 
identifiers 
Trameur [Fleury, 2013]  
STATISTICAL TABLES 

















of units: Thread 
+ 
Corpus parts: Frame 
+ 
Statistical Model 






































Source Text  Translation  
induction 
ESFLC 2014 

















Repeated segment        Prob. Ind. 
 
CD people VBD VVN      43.2 
people VBP             42.9 
people WP             41.2 
people IN DT             36.1 
CD people IN             35.7 
CD people VHP             35.7 
IN JJS CD people           35.4 
JJS CD people             35.4 
Repeated segment       Prob. Ind. 
 
S V NUM человек            46.4  
ADV NUM человек           38.6  
человек V PR               32.6 
S V NUM               28.9  
V PR NUM человек          28.5  
PR NUM S человек          27.9  
человек V V               24.9 
NUM человек V PR 24.9 
 The "Lexicogrammar"  approach 









CD + people + VBD + VVN 
(English) 
 
S + V + NUM + человек 
(Russian) 





CD + people + VBD + VVN (English) 
S + V + NUM + человек (Russian) 
ESFLC 2014 
------------------------------------BBC=2001-06-22.3------------------------------- 
or opposition to parades." three people were arrested for  
 ----------------------------LENTA_RU=2001-06-22.3------------------------------- 
 24 полицейских пострадали. полиция задержала троих человек  
------------------------------------BBC=2001-07-25.2-------------------------------- 
 of a sect office. seven people were killed and  
---------------------------LENTA_RU=2001-07-25.2-------------------------------- 
в результате этих терактов погибли 19 человек (семь в мацумото  
------------------------------------BBC=2002-06-17.1------------------------------- 
general on friday in which 12 people were killed and  
----------------------------LENTA_RU=2002-06-17.1------------------------------ 







researchers учёны(е|х)   
scientists исследовател(и|ей) 








 TRAMEUR => PAJEK 
BBC–LENTA_RU [EN] 






УЧЁНЫЕ | ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛИ + V • [F = 98] 
TRAMEUR => PAJEK 
ESFLC 2014 
RESEARCHERS | SCIENTISTS + VVP 





TEXTOMETRIC INVENTORIES AND LEXICOGRAMMAR 















BI-TEXT TOPOGRAPHY (LENTA_RU) 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
• Combing systemic functional approach and 
textometric analysis offers new perspectives for bi-
text alignment. 
• Following a ‘lexicogrammar’ approach, textometric 
analysis reveals significantly overrepresented 
lexicogrammatical patterns in corresponding text 
zones (corpus parts). 
• Extended lexicogrammatical patterns can be used to 
identify constituent parts of ST and its network of 
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